ADDENDUM 01

To: All Potential Bidders
From: UNDP IRAQ
Subject: BOQ Update for Location 1 (Unlocking the management fee %) Line 18

Project: ITB-122-22

Location 1 Rehabilitation Housing Works of 253 Housing units in Al Farouq (II) Neighborhood AlSeneia Baiji Salahaldeen Governorate Iraq.
Location 2 Rehabilitation Housing Works of 222 units in Al Asakrah Village Al Sa’adiyah Diyala Governorate Iraq.

Reference is made to the UNDP published procurement notice for the ITB-122-22

1. Location 1 Rehabilitation Housing Works of 253 Housing units in Al Farouq (II) Neighborhood AlSeneia Baiji Salahaldeen Governorate Iraq.
2. Location 2 Rehabilitation Housing Works of 222 units in Al Asakrah Village Al Sa’adiyah Diyala Governorate Iraq., on UNDP and UNGM websites, respectively.

All potential interested bidders are hereby notified that:

This Addendum is issued with the purpose to amend ITB-122-22 dated 7 April 2022 as follows.
1. Due to an update on Annex 1 BOQ price schedule to ITB-122-21 Location 1, the Part 1 – Hiring Daily Labors at line 18 “Management fee %” is now unlocked. The interested bidders are requested to use the updated version of BOQ.
2. The new updated BOQ for Location 1 has been uploaded to the online Atlas e-tendering system.
3. Bidders to download and consider the new BOQ for Location 1 and submit your offer accordingly. The old BOQ for location 1 will not be accepted.

The interested bidders are kindly requested to adhere to the above instructions and submit their bids accordingly before the deadline.

This Addendum 01 forms an integral part of the ITB-122-22. All other Terms and Conditions in this ITB will remain unchanged.
All other Terms and Conditions in this ITB will remain in full force and unchanged.

Thank you in advance for your interest in UNDP procurement opportunities.

Yours sincerely,

Shadi Hussein
Head of Procurement

Prepared by: Mazen Sarieddine
Procurement and Logistics Analyst